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The new commute reality

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to transform all aspects of daily life as we know it. This Global Pause 
has brought the daily ritual of commuting to a virtual standstill. 

But what will commuting and transportation look like in a world where we start to go back to workplace, 
with a vaccine in place or not? What short- and long-term impacts will the virus have on our employees’ 
commute modes, patterns, attitudes, and behaviors? 

As you work through your new workplace and transportation protocols and procedures, one thing is 
certain: safety for employees is top priority, and it starts the moment they leave the house and head 
back to your work sites.

To prepare your organization and people for the commute back to the workplace, we’ve compiled this 
toolkit to help you assess the impact of your current commute program offerings. 
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Not planning for the commute can affect your business
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Scoop’s safe commute toolkit

Use this toolkit to gather data for your organization and think through key considerations for your transportation program. 

#1. Transportation mode evaluation guide 
Start by reviewing the new employee and employer commute priorities, questions to answer, and mode-by-mode 
considerations. Then use the mode comparison template to rank each commute mode in your program on a scale against 
the key considerations. Once complete, you’ll be able to quickly see which offerings you should invest in more vs. divest 
from in both the immediate and long-term. 

#2. Commuter survey template 
Use this pulse survey to gather your employees’ attitudes about safety and the commute. Know and track which modes 
your people will feel safe utilizing when they commute back to your workplace. 

#3. Manager’s discussion guide
Use this guide to empower your managers to facilitate conversations about the commute in their 1:1 meetings with direct 
reports. This “on the ground” guide will help managers provide qualitative insights about employees’ preferences that you 
can use to help ensure your program’s investments fit your specific team members.
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Tool #1
 Transportation mode evaluation guide
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The new employee commute priorities

● Do I have a safe way to 
get to and from work?

● Is my former mode of 
transit still safe?

● How can I get to work 
if I need to replace an 
unsafe mode of 
transportation?

● Is my old mode of 
transportation still 
available?

● Will my employer help 
me figure out how to 
get to and from the 
workplace now?

● I can’t afford or don’t 
have access to a 
vehicle—how can I get 
to work safely?

● I can’t work from home 
or walk/bike to work, 
what other safe options 
are available for me?

Safe Reliable Equitable
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The commute questions your employees want answered

Consider the following questions to create a transportation plan that meets the needs and concerns 
of your employees while staying in line with the new commute realities. 

● Safe
○ Which modes provide safe options to return to and from the workplace?
○ Which modes enable both physical safety (“I will be safe”) and psychological safety 

(“I will feel safe”)?
● Reliable

○ Which modes help support the slow reintroduction back into commuting?
○ Which modes offer cost-controlled options for all of my employees? 

● Equitable
● Which modes support employees across a wide spectrum of needs, demographics, 

locations, transit access, and schedules?
● Which modes provide enough flexibility and route availability to ensure a seamless 

end-to-end commute?
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The new employer commute investment priorities

● Usage as a primary 
cost driver

● Reduce or eliminate 
fixed costs

● Clear value-for-dollar 
equation

● Tied directly to 
employee impact

● Avoid rigid and/or 
long-term contracts

● Don’t take on fixed 
assets

● Optimize for solutions 
that can adapt

● Find solutions that can 
work across different 
geographies and office 
sizes

● Look for offerings that 
can easily expand or 
contract as needed

Variable Flexible Scalable
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● Variable
● Which modes meet the wide and changing needs of your employees based on the 

macro-environmental situation?
● Which modes can scale up or down with demand from your employees without 

wreaking havoc on your budget?
● Flexible

○ Which modes are flexible in both in the immediate- and short-term?
○ Which modes require long-term, fixed contracts vs. which offer pricing flexibility 

based on commuter needs?
● Scalable

○ Which modes are variable and won’t require me to pay for programs we won’t use?
○ Which modes can we expand on if usage is being widely adopted by our employees 

returning to the workplace?

The commute questions your organization needs answered
Consider the following questions to understand how to build a transportation plan that helps your 
organization achieve its overall goals while staying in line with the new commute realities. 
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Get Scoop’s mode 
evaluation worksheet>>

Evaluating transportation modes

Use this transportation mode evaluation worksheet as a 
starting point to evaluate your program against key 
employee and employer priorities. 

The following pages provide key considerations for your 
organization and your people with regard to each mode 
that may be in your program. Refer to these as guidance as 
you work through your evaluation worksheet. 
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Mode evaluation: Driving alone

Safe Ideal for individuals with health concerns with least exposure risk.

Reliable Increases in single occupancy vehicles and resulting congestion will add time and negatively 
impact employee mental health and productivity.

Equitable High cost mode. Requires driving ability and access to a vehicle.

Variable Direct cost is limited with the exception of parking investment.

Flexible Parking management may not be easily adaptable.

Scalable Increase in SOVs likely to create parking management issues.
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Mode evaluation: Public transit

Safe Limited ability for physical distancing, particularly in high-density metros, no contact tracing, 
and limited safety protocol monitoring or enforcement. 

Reliable Many systems have had to make significant cuts to budgets and routes in the near-term with 
lengthy estimates to full recovery.

Equitable Low-cost option suitable for those without access to a car or other shared modes.

Variable Commuter benefit cost structure can be tied to usage or set amount.

Flexible Adaptable and no fixed assets.

Scalable Dependent on system funding.
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Mode evaluation: Carpool

Safe Less ability for physical distancing, but 2-person carpools reduces risk, allows for contact 
tracing and safety protocol monitoring. 

Reliable Depends on employee adoption and strength of the community.

Equitable Low-cost option. Provides a solution for those unable or unwilling to use public transportation 
or without access to a car. 

Variable Cost can be tied to usage.

Flexible Adaptable and no fixed assets.

Scalable Can scale up and down with demand, which can help meet changing attitudes and commute 
needs of your employees.
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Mode evaluation: Shuttles and vanpool

Safe Allows for physical distancing, contact tracing and safety protocols. Recirculated air and shared 
entry points are an exposure risk. 

Reliable May not be available for all commuters and requires an additional mode of transit to reach 
pick-up/drop-off points.

Equitable Typically very low cost to employee. Helps bridge medium to long distance commutes not 
served by public transit or other modes.

Variable Fixed costs. Needs to run at high-capacity to provide maximum ROI.

Flexible May have limited adaptability with fixed costs and contracts.

Scalable Physical distancing protocol will require shuttles/vans to run at lower capacity, which will 
significantly increase costs. This level of investment may not be viable for many employers.
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Mode evaluation: Ride-hailing

Safe Some risk from sharing a vehicle that many others have also been in over the course of a day.

Reliable Readily available in most areas.

Equitable Costly for those with longer commutes.

Variable Cost can be tied to usage.

Flexible On-demand and can supplement gaps in availability from other shared modes in the 
near-term.

Scalable Not viable for longer commutes outside of urban areas.
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Mode evaluation: Walking and biking

Safe Allows individuals to practice physical distancing.

Reliable May be negatively impacted by weather.

Equitable Low/no cost but only viable for those living close enough, with physical ability.

Variable Any applicable cost (e.g. incentives) can be tied to usage.

Flexible Largely adaptable, but some limitations for bike storage demand.

Scalable Viability is limited to a small employee population.
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Tool #2
 Commuter survey template
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Get Scoop’s commuter 
survey template >>

Understanding commute preferences on a macro-level

Use this survey template as a starting point to better 
understand your workforce’s commute preferences and 
attitudes. 

These answers paired with your mode rankings and 
manager discussions should help you plan adjustments to 
both your transportation program and return-to-workplace 
commute plan. 
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Tool #3
 Manager’s discussion guide
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As you gear up for the return to the workplace, leverage your people managers to gather individual, qualitative 
feedback to support the macro view you discover from wider surveys. Through 1:1 conversations your managers have 
with their people, you’ll gain a deeper understanding about which mode options your workforce needs to comfortably 
and confidently return to the office. 

Your managers are positioned to understand individual commute habits and expected changes at a micro-level — 
rather than just data from the entire employee population. This makes it possible to understand how commuting when 
they return to work may impact individual team members. 

Remember that employees will have different considerations when planning their return to the workplace. Between 
varying levels of family responsibilities, access to personal vehicles, safety concerns, and more, a similar distance away 
from the workplace does not equal a similar return to workplace experience. Provide your managers with the following 
guide to help understand your team’s previous commute, their needs now, and their overall confidence in returning to 
the workplace. 

Understanding commute preferences on a micro-level
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Questions managers should ask
1. How did you commute before COVID-19? 
2. If you were to begin commuting to the 

workplace next week, what would be your 
preferred mode of transportation? 

3. How have physical distancing measures 
changed how you feel about your commute?

4. What concerns do you have about commuting 
when you return to the workplace? 

5. Are there resources that would help you feel 
more comfortable and confident when 
commuting?

6. Are you aware of the programs we currently 
offer to help employees with their commute? 

Follow up
After your managers have had their conversations with 
their teams, ask them to report the findings into a central 
source in a format that can be easily summarized or 
analyzed. 

Key considerations
● If everyone wants to drive alone, how will your 

parking be impacted?
● If some employees use public transit, how will that 

make others who drove alone to work feel about 
exposure risk? 

● If company shuttles or vanpools are preferred, how 
will you manage routes to meet needs? 

● What amount of our workforce wants to or needs 
to work from home?

Engaging your people managers
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In summary
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Rebuilding your commute program

● Density used to be the solution, but now it poses safety concerns

● Many employees need new commute options that they perceive as safe

● The commute is both an employer issue and a social equity issue

● Employers need to get ahead of the problem in return to workplace planning

● Employers need to rebuild their commute programs and offerings to support 
safety, reliability, and equitability
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Scoop’s safe commute toolkit
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